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I. I NTRODUCTION
For the purposes of robot teleoperation, there are several
ways to control the movement of the platform and all of its
various sensors, effectors, and lighting. The most common
control method involves a mix of a large number of joysticks,
switches, dials, buttons, and sliders that each manage some
degree of freedom or functionality (e.g., QinetiQ’s TALON
and iRobot’s PackBot shown in Fig. 1). These widgets are
physical entities that provide tactile feedback to the operator.
However, the operator control unit (OCU) layout is static and
redesign to change the layout or add functionality can be quite Fig. 2. The multi-touch DREAM Controller (left) on the Microsoft Surface.
Our SoftOCU (right) is shown running a multi-touch interface for a flight
costly.
simulation that includes the DREAM Controller. The SoftOCU uses 3M MultiOur research group has been investigating the use of multi- Touch Technology, based on 3M Projected Capacitive Touch Technology,
touch technologies for controlling both single and multiple demonstrated on two 22-inch 3M Multi-Touch Display M2256PW monitors.
robots in a command and control environment [3]. We believe
that a multi-touch display based software OCU, or SoftOCU
In this abstract, we describe a hand detection and finger
(Fig. 2 (right)), will be a powerful replacement for traditional registration algorithm for use with a SoftOCU. Based on this
OCUs. Because the display is the interface, prototyping layouts fast and highly robust algorithm (97% accuracy), we built
is as trivial as creating a paper prototype [4]. Rather than having a custom robot controller called the dynamically resizing,
a whole new OCU designed, prototyped, and manufactured to ergonomic, and multi-touch controller (DREAM Controller).
add a single button to it, a button can be added to a SoftOCU The advantage of such a controller for a SoftOCU is that
by writing a dozen lines of code. Another benefit of multi-touch a person can place his or her hand anywhere on the multidisplay based SoftOCUs is that interfaces can be dynamically touch screen and have the DREAM Controller conform to his
adapted for an individual user’s hand size and range of motion. or her hand size and placement. The adaptivity removes the
Finally, interaction on a SoftOCU is no longer limited to need to feel a physical button or switch in order to use the
buttons, switches, and joysticks.
SoftOCU without looking at it. In a user test with search and
rescue personnel (n=6), we found that the DREAM Controller
provided performance and ergonomic characteristics that met or
exceeded the performance of standard physical joystick based
controller systems.
II. H AND D ETECTION A LGORITHM

Fig. 1. QinetiQ’s (formerly Foster Miller) TALON OCU (left); U.S. Navy
photo by MC Kenneth G. Takada [1]. iRobot’s PackBot puck OCU (right);
U.S. Army PackBot photo by SPC Jonathan Montgomery [2].

When a finger touches the screen, its centroid is added to
a list of candidate points. When this list contains five contact
points, it is passed through our hand detection algorithm. The
algorithm first performs a reverse-nearest-neighbor to determine
if the distance between the two points that are furthest apart
from one-another is small enough to correspond to a human
hand [5]. If that distance is below the threshold, a bounding
box is created around the five points. Subsequently, a pairwise comparison of the angles between adjacent points and
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Fig. 4. The DREAM Controller in use on a single screen simulated multiple
robot command and control interface [3].
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Fig. 3. a. Maximum hand size threshold verification. b. Finding the centroid
of the bounding box containing all of the points. c. Determining the two largest
angles. d. Determining whether the five points are from a left or right hand.

the centroid of the bounding box is used to sort the points.
The largest of these angles is the angle between the thumb
and little finger. The second largest is the angle between the
thumb and index finger. The thumb’s point is identified as it
is the common point in both the largest and second-largestangled point pairs. The other point of those two pairs is easily
identified as the index or little finger based on the relative size
of the angle between them, the bounding box’s centroid, and
the thumb. Given the points of the thumb, index finger, and
little finger, identifying the middle and ring fingers is trivial.
To quickly determine whether the identified fingers correspond to a right or left hand (which is necessary for laying
out the DREAM Controller, as there are different layouts for
the left and right hand (Fig. 4)), we take the cross product
of the vector from the centroid of the bounding box to the
thumb, and the vector from the centroid of the bounding box
to the index finger. If the result is positive, then the hand is a
left hand. If it is negative, then the hand is a right hand. This
algorithm has been shown to be 97% correct in testing with
65 participants. Further details about the algorithm, our testing
methodologies, and results will be provided in the full paper.

III. DREAM C ONTROLLER
To spawn a DREAM Controller (Fig. 2 (left)), users only
need to place their five fingers on the tabletop, then the
algorithm does the task of re-arranging, re-sizing, and rotating
the controller for that individual hand placement. Moving
the thumb upwards from the center of the thumb circle
is analogous to pushing a physical joystick forwards. The
DREAM Controller will follow the user’s hand and keep the
controller under the hand if the index and middle finger are
contacting the screen and the thumb is not. If the user then
lifts his or her middle or index fingers, the joystick disappears.
To create a new DREAM Controller, the user need only lift
and replace the five fingers of that hand.
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